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                    Abstract
Since 1958 a continuing glaciologic and stratigraphic program has disclosed a time perspective for the formation of seven types of glacial deposits. The broad basins of ice wastage in Muir Inlet and outer Lituya Bay are so similar to hills and valleys in northern America that analogies to the last Pleistocene ice sheet are good.
Changes in fabric direction of basal till, corresponding to known changes in ice flow, indicate that basal till accumulated at rates of 0.5 to 2.5 cm/yr. Taking a 1-5 m thickness of most Neoglacial till layers, the deposition occurred only during the last two centuries of thinning moving ice.
Swarms of nesting drumlins occur where Neoglacial ice rose abruptly out of deep valleys. The elongate inverted spoon-shaped cores formed in 2000 yrs from horizontally bedded Hypsithermal outwash gravels. Till was added in the last three centuries of thinning Neoglacial ice.
Ablation till ended up as thin washed sands, mudflows, or a profusion of scattered angular stones and boulders. This till was spread as a sheet in the direction of the retreating thin ice edge at rates of 20–150 m per ablation season.
Minor moraines were observed to form in one to five summers where juicy till squeezed up into crevasses or into, shear zones. They melt out at about one per year. The major end moraine rampart at Lituya Bay contains carbon-dated materials that disclose several ice reoccupations separated from each other by hundreds of years.
Marginal hillside channels were made along the ice edge and left high and dry within a year or two. Main channels were cut in a month, and lower thresholds to these channels were made that same season. The vertical till walls collapse to a V-shape annually.
The larger eskers formed in tubes in 1–5 yrs. The slightly active ice closed in on deeper sections of esker prematurely embalming them. Across a basin a graded ice surface canyon complex gathered sorted materials in a decade. After two more decades these were still dividing into an even greater ridge complex as the buried ice core collapsed in the basin. In the lee of each bedrock hill, groups of small eskers, kames, and terraces formed for 10–15 yrs in and under a mass of lingering stagnant ice.
The only dated outwashes accumulated in Hypsithermal time. They encroached slowly on interstadial forests up the hillsides for at least 4800 yrs. Carbon-14 dates give rates of thickening of 1–5 m per century. Modern valley trains are 30 to 90 percent complete before they appear out from under thinning ice.
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